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We help people find a way forward.

Everything Citizens Advice does shares this aim
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Changing Lives
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Citizens Advice
Data-driven Insight
Last year (2014/15) 2.5 million people with 6.2 million
issues were helped directly through Citizens Advice
Services. A further 20 million visitors were assisted via
our website.
This included 1.9m through our network of bureau and
0.6m via our consumer helpline.
We delivered our service via multiple channels; 48%
were delivered via face to face, 45% telephone and 7%
by email webchat.
We know this because of PETRA
We record (nearly) everything we do

We work with some of those most in need
Our 2.5m clients are similar to the national profile for age, gender and
ethnicity. But they differ from the average in some important ways:

62%

Our clients are less likely to be in
employment

40%

Our clients are more likely to have
a disability or long term health
problem

37%

21%

Our clients are less likely to own
their own homes

27%

64%

Citizens Advice

Total Population

2014-15 Advice Trends

Advice trends:
Longer-term trends
Number of Citizens Advice debt issues - debts to government and credit/store cards

Advice trends

Focus on specific areas

We work with some of those most in need
This means inadequate funds to be able
to eat healthily, maintain adequate
accommodation and participate in
society.
There are often greater risks associated
with allowing these clients’ problems to
escalate.
Enabling these individuals to make
material differences to their lives helps
mitigate social inequalities that can lead
to health inequalities.

UK low-income threshold:
Citizens
Advice
consumer
helpline
Local
Citizens
Advice
network

England
and Wales
population

85%
67%

28%
73%

33%

15%

UK lowincome
threshold

Impact in Sheffield

How do we define our impact?
the good we do?

who we help?

the way we do it?

the problems we solve?

the difference we make?

if we weren’t there?

Why is Sheffield Citizens Advice needed?
Everyone experiences problems – sometimes
they can be quickly resolved, other times it’s not
that simple.
Problems have the capacity to affect other
aspects of people’s lives, and the state should a
situation escalate.
Trusted help and support isn’t always readily
available: someone might not have informed or
connected friends or family, or afford to pay for
advice.

Nearly 3 in 4 Citizens Advice clients experienced
negative impacts as a result of their problems:

2 in 3
felt stressed,
depressed or
anxious

Nearly 1 in 3
had less money
or escalating
financial
difficulties

Over 1 in 5 had
to move home
or worried
about losing it

Nearly 1 in 3 felt
their physical
health had got
worse

Nearly 1 in 5
had difficulties
in relationships
with other
people

1 in 10
struggled to
keep their job or
find a job

Citizens Advice National outcomes and impact research (2014)

Why is our advice unique?

We provide impartial,
confidential and nonjudgmental advice to
everyone on any topic

We understand that
experiencing a problem
affects self-confidence

Our advice services can
be accessed in different
ways

We provide the right
level of advice and
support to resolve
problems

We understand the
complexity of issues that
affect people’s lives

We help redress the
power balance

The impact of our advice:

2 in every 3 clients have their problem solved
Whoever you are, whatever your problem and however you access our
advice, we’re just as likely to solve your problem.

Whoever you are....
Whatever your
problem....

However you
access our
advice....
2 in every 3 will
have their
problem solved

This consistency is
testament to the skill
and dedication of
our advisers

Citizens Advice outcomes and impact research, 2014

78% of our clients

said they would not
have been able to
resolve their problem
without us

The impact of our advice: we change lives
Nearly 3 in 4 Citizens Advice clients experienced
negative impacts as a result of their problems:

2 in 3

felt stressed,
depressed or
anxious

Nearly 1 in 3

felt their
physical health
had got worse

4 in 5 Citizens Advice clients said our help also
improved their life in other ways:

Nearly 1 in 3

Over 1 in 5

4 in 5

Nearly 1 in 4

had to move
home or
worried about
losing it

felt less
stressed,
depressed or
anxious

1 in 2

Nearly 1 in 5

1 in 10

Nearly 1 in 2

1 in 5

Nearly 1 in 5

had less money
or escalating
financial
difficulties

had difficulties
in relationships
with other
people

struggled to
keep their job
or find a job

Citizens Advice outcomes and impact research, 2014

felt their
physical health
had improved

had more
money or
control over
their finances

had better
relationships
with other
people

had a more
secure housing
situation

found it easier
to do their job
or find a job

Our impact on clients’ health and wellbeing
We have significant impact where
clients’ experience greatest need: the
most significant is around mental
health.
Additional research has showed an
improvement in clients’ average
mental well-being scores, which can be
well below the national average before
receiving advice.

Our role in resolving problems that
impact on mental and physical health,
as outreaches in 600 GP surgeries,
may help protect GP time.

Improvement in mental health

4 in 5 clients

felt less stressed,
depressed or
anxious following
advice.
Citizens Advice outcomes and impact research, 2014

We also often enable clients to
make material differences to
their lives, helping mitigate social
inequalities that can lead to
health inequalities.

Our key evidence
Our impact statistics are from our National Outcomes and
Impact Research (Citizens Advice, 2014)

A sample of
over 2,700
clients
surveyed

Representative of:
Issue
Demographics Level
of help
Advice Channel

It creates a
microcosm of the
service

Which we can
then apply to
all local
Citizens
Advice

This is the most robust evidence to date of the effectiveness
of our services - and that they really work.

Problem resolution
66% of all clients say their problem is
now partly or completely sorted out

CAB helps 2 in every 3 clients get their
problem solved

Sample size = 2,728

And we can break that down further

Impact - what difference do we make?

Evidence: key data
Need

Activity

What is the makeup of the local
community?

Advice

Output

Outcome

Impact
The difference we
make to clients lives

Debt Advice

X clients seen

X problems solved

Benefit Advice

X issues

X other benefits of
advice provision

X clients given education

X clients better
equipped for future
(e.g. to make financial or
consumer choices)

What are its needs?
What is the demand
for advice and
support?
Who are our clients,
and what types of
problems do they
face?
Why do local people
and this community
need an advocate?

Proper
opportunities for
local people to gain
skills and be active
members of their
community

Education
Financial Capability
Consumer

The difference we
make to society

Research and Campaigns
Local Campaigns

X campaigns worked on

National Campaigns

X activities

X successful campaign
objectives
(e.g. policy change)

Volunteering
We train our volunteers and
invest in their development

X volunteers,
X out of work,
X young people,
X retired

X move into education,
employment or training
X greater self-esteem
and purpose

The difference we
make within the
local community

We benefit everyone: Our value is shared across society
Our value to society in 2014/15

For every £1 invested in Sheffield Citizens Advice you generate at least:

£1.22

in fiscal
benefits
Saving to
government
Reduction in
health service
demand, local
authority
homelessness
services and outof-work benefits
for clients and
volunteers.

£8.02

in public value

£13.48

Wider economic
and social
benefits
Improvements in
participation and
productivity for
clients and
volunteers.

Sheffield Citizens Advice Annual Review 2014/15: Tackling poverty and campaigning for social justice

in benefits to
individuals
Value to our
clients
Income gained
through benefits,
debts written off
and consumer
problems
resolved.

Using New Economy
CBA tool

How can we monetise our impact?
It is impossible to put a value on everything we do
However, we have identified 5 arguments where we
have the evidence to estimate the value of some of our
work

Using these arguments
and a model approved by
HM Treasury, we can put a
credible financial value on
what we do.
Keeping people in employment or helping them back to work
Preventing housing evictions and statutory homelessness
Reducing demand for mental health and GP services
Improving mental well-being
Improved family relationships
We’ve also separately considered the value of benefits to
individuals with our robust management information

To find out more about how we’ve modelled our financial value, see our full technical annex:
Modelling the value of the Citizens Advice service in 2014/15

Calculating our value: how it works
Affected population
Number of people at risk of the
associated problem

X

Impact
% of people who have this problem
solved. Taken from Citizens Advice
Impact and Outcomes Research 2014

Allocate the cost benefits
made to the relevant
government departments
or bodies

Deadweight
What would have happened anyway.
we use 50%. 78% of clients say they
could not have solved their problems
without advice, so this is a very
conservative figure

Optimism bias

Apply the Unit Cost Data
from the Treasury
approved model:

Accounting for best
practice, timeliness and independence
of research. Varies depending on the
arguments but we generally use 15%

To find out more about how we’ve modelled our financial value, see our full technical annex:
Modelling the value of the Citizens Advice service in 2014/15

How it works:

e.g. Keeping people in employment
Affected population
151,260 employment clients with
problems that could result in losing
their jobs (e.g. dispute resolution)

X

Impact

34% of clients said the problem was
causing them to struggle to keep their
job; multiplied by 66%, as 2 in 3 clients
will have their problem solved (Citizens
Advice outcomes and impact research)

Deadweight
We’ve used 50% - a conservative
figure as 78% of clients say they
could not have solved their problems
without advice (Citizens Advice
outcomes and impact research).

Optimism bias
15% applied.
Our evidence is based on a robust
national analysis of outcomes which
was carried out in 2014/15

Allocate the cost benefits to
relevant government
departments
DWP
NHS
Apply the Unit Cost Data
Fiscal benefit: £9,800
Public value: £14,610
Unit costs applied for
reduced benefits payment
and health impact

To find out more about how we’ve modelled our financial value, see our full technical annex:
Modelling the value of the Citizens Advice service in 2014/15

How it works:

e.g. Keeping people in employment
Select the argument about how we add value

Populate the cost benefit analysis model

Establish the value to relevant government departments

We benefit everyone:
Our value is shared across society

Value to government

Our value is greater:
For example, this is only one fraction of our true value to local government, as we:
• Help clients negotiate local processes, such as welfare reform changes.
• Help local authority rent and council tax arrears to be rescheduled and reducing
the associated administrative costs.

Our research and campaigns work that
adds value for individuals who are not
directly in touch with our service

The value of our education work, in
building financial capability and
informing energy consumer decisions

The benefits of being a national network

The way we are an embedded part of the
local communities we serve - with the
flexibility to adapt to their needs

Thanks & Questions?

Our key evidence
It is not possible to solve every problem for every client
We followed-up with clients 3-5 months after receiving advice - often problems need
more time to be resolved. Only 1 in 7 clients reported that their problem was not
sorted.
In these cases, there are often systemic barriers or market failures which prevent the
problems being solved. Our research and policy work aims to remove these barriers
and change society

Often problems
need more time
to be sorted out.

Only 1 in 7 clients
reported that
their problem
was not sorted
out

There are often
systemic barriers
preventing problem
resolution

We undertake policy
research and
campaign for
changes to solve
societal problems.

